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NEW QUESTION: 1
The income capitalization approach is based on the economic
principles of:
A. Capitalization
B. Amortization
C. All of the above
D. Anticipation
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are a Dynamics 365 Finance system administrator.
Use's report that purchase order numbers are being generated in
a non-continuous configuration Outing bulk purchase order
creation.
You need :o determine how to improve performance.
Solution: Run the automatic cleanup of number sequences job
Does the solution meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D

B
C
A
D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement is correct regarding Step Processors?
A. For each Step Processor created an associated Launch
Processor much be created.
B. Java Step Processors require a 3rd party security
certificate.
C. HTML Step Processors do not require the downloading of the
Process Engine API jar files to the user's workstation.
D. A workflow can use either HTML Step Processors or Java Step
Processors, not a combination of both.
Answer: C
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